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The Best Care Possible 2012-03-15 A palliative care doctor on the front lines of hospital care illuminates one of the most important and controversial ethical issues of our time on his quest to transform care through the end of life it is harder to die in this country than ever before statistics show that the vast majority of americans would prefer to die at home yet many of us spend our last days fearful and in pain in a healthcare system ruled by high tech procedures and a philosophy to fight disease and illness at all cost dr ira byock one of the foremost palliative care physicians in the country argues that end of life care is among the biggest national crises facing us today in addressing the crisis politics has trumped reason dr byock explains that to ensure the best possible care for those we love and eventually ourselves we must not only remake our healthcare system we must also move past our cultural aversion to talking about death and acknowledge the fact of mortality once and for all dr byock describes what palliative care really is and with a doctor’s compassion and insight puts a human face on the issues by telling richly moving heart wrenching and uplifting stories of real people during the most difficult moments in their lives byock takes us inside his busy cutting edge academic medical center to show what the best care at the end of life can look like and how doctors and nurses can profoundly shape the way families experience loss like books by atul gawande and jerome groopman the best care possible is a compelling meditation on medicine and ethics told through page turning life or death medical drama it is passionate and timely and it has the power to lead a new kind of national conversation

101 Ways to the Best Medical Care 2006-08 101 ways to the best medical care is the medical guide that could save your life or the life of a loved one a gold mine of practical information and resources are provided

How to Get the Best Medical Care 2000 when we fall ill or are afflicted by a serious malady we expect our doctors to perform virtual miracles in order to put an end to our misery however our expectations are not always fulfilled nowadays patients in india are getting increasingly dissatisfied with the medical care they receive not only will this book help you to select the best doctor for your medical problem but it will also guide you as to how to make the most of your doctor

Hospital Warrior 2016 roy benaroch md explains how to find your ideal pediatrician how to get the most out of every visit how to schedule to your advantage and other office tricks perhaps more important he explains how to assure your pediatrician has kept up to date and how to understand what lab reports and tests mean and whether they are necessary the best ways to choose and use all aspects of pediatric care are covered traditional medicine alternative medicine hospitals emergency rooms telephone calls insurance sources of medical information and more every profession has its secrets that would make all of our lives better if we knew that inside information in this book roy benaroch md reveals the secrets of pediatrics that could help every parent and child benaroch offers practical information about choosing and using a pediatrician’s office from how to avoid waiting for an appointment to how to know a medical practice that is of poor quality he also explains how to find your ideal pediatrician how to get the most out of every doctor visit and how to schedule to your advantage as well as other office tricks this is a practical and useful guide that tells parents exactly what they need to know the best ways to choose and use all aspects of pediatric care are covered traditional medicine alternative medicine hospitals emergency rooms telephone calls insurance sources of medical information and more benaroch explains how to assure your pediatrician has kept his or her knowledge up to date in the fast changing field of medicine how to understand what lab reports and tests mean and whether they are necessary and how to know when medications or the use of alternative medicine may be fine or dangerous for your child this pediatrician himself a father of three also tells us the best way to choose insurance policies for children’s health care and get the most we can out of the insurance policy chosen

A Guide to Getting the Best Health Care for Your Child 2007-01-30 in this new employer guide vault’s editors brings is famed insider approach to this industry

Vault Guide to the Top Health Care Employers 2005 america’s health care system has become too complex and costly to continue business as usual best care at lower cost explains that inefficiencies an overwhelming amount of data and other economic and quality barriers hinder
progress in improving health and threaten the nation’s economic stability and global competitiveness. According to this report, the knowledge and tools exist to put the health system on the right course to achieve continuous improvement and better quality care at a lower cost. The costs of the system’s current inefficiency underscore the urgent need for a systemwide transformation about 30 percent of health spending in 2009 roughly 750 billion was wasted on unnecessary services. Excessive administrative costs, fraud, and other problems. Moreover, inefficiencies cause needless suffering by one estimate, roughly 75,000 deaths might have been averted in 2005 if every state had delivered care at the quality level of the best performing state. This report states that the way health care providers currently train, practice, and learn new information cannot keep pace with the flood of research discoveries and technological advances. About 75 million Americans have more than one chronic condition requiring coordination among multiple specialists and therapies which can increase the potential for miscommunication, misdiagnosis, potentially conflicting interventions, and dangerous drug interactions.

Best care at lower cost emphasizes that a better use of data is a critical element of a continuously improving health system such as mobile technologies and electronic health records that offer significant potential to capture and share health data better in order for this to occur. The national coordinator for health information technology, it developers, and standard setting organizations should ensure that these systems are robust and interoperable. Clinicians and care organizations should fully adopt these technologies and patients should be encouraged to use tools such as personal health information portals to actively engage in their care. This book is a call to action that will guide health care providers, administrators, caregivers, policy makers, health professionals, federal state and local government agencies, private and public health organizations, and educational institutions.

Best Care at Lower Cost 2013-06-10 Phillip Longman tells the amazing story of the turnaround of the department of veterans affairs health care system from a dysfunctional, scandal-prone bureaucracy into the benchmark for high-quality medicine in the United States. Best care anywhere shows that vast swaths of what we think we know about health care and medical economics are just plain wrong and the book demonstrates how this extraordinarily cost-effective model which has proven to be highly popular with veterans can be made available to everyone new to this edition is an analysis of how the shortcomings of both so-called Obamacare and Republican plans to privatize Medicare reinforce the need for applying the lessons of the VA also included are completely updated statistics and research as well as examples of how the private sector is already beginning to learn from the VA’s example.

Best Care Anywhere 2012-03-05 He provides an understanding of the nursing home staffs perspective and how the reader can work with that to their loved ones benefit. His guidance is easily read and understood and clearly illustrates how family members can make a significant contribution to the quality of care their loved one receives. How to select a great nursing home tells the consumer how an experienced provider would go about being a savvy consumer.

How to Select a Great Nursing Home 2008-12 to lead good care, social care managers must have professional and personal authority. A clear understanding of the core task and the emotional challenges of care and the imagination to create an organization or team dedicated to meeting people’s needs. This guide gives managers the understanding of systems of care and will inspire them to take the lead using the stories of four managers leading four different care services. John Burton explains the key issues and shows how by focusing on the core task and taking the authority to lead, managers can transform social care. Furthermore, they will find their own work life-enhancing and immensely satisfying.

Leading Good Care 2015-02-21 This book clearly defines your vital role in developing your loved one’s care plan. It teaches you to deal successfully with managed care organizations, home health services, and especially your loved one.

The Fearless Caregiver 2001 Good care painful choices surveys the ethical decisions that must be made by ordinary people who deal with medicine today ranging from beginning life issues such as test tube babies and surrogate motherhood to end of life issues such as advance directives.
refusal of treatment and physician assisted suicide, this third edition gives special attention to partial birth abortion and to recent discoveries in genetics involving stem cells, cloning and eugenics. The strength of the book comes from its foundation in basic moral principles that stress personhood, moral decision making and conscience. Decidedly Christian, the book gives special emphasis to the Roman Catholic tradition. It will be welcomed by Catholics by Christians of all denominations and by anyone interested in a careful overview of contemporary medical ethics. Book jacket title summary field provided by Blackwell North America Inc. All rights reserved.

**Good Care, Painful Choice**

2004-09-01 Here is the real thing. Good old fashioned American values coming from small town Alaska. The Boston Globe: The Alaskan landscape so vast, dramatic and unbelievable may be the reason the people in Haines, Alaska population 2400 so often discuss the meaning of life. Heather Lende thinks it helps make life mean more. Since her bestselling first book if you lived here I'd know your name, a near fatal bicycle accident has given Lende a few more reasons to consider matters both spiritual and temporal. Her idea of spirituality is rooted in community, and here she explores faith, forgiveness, loss and devotion as well as raising totem poles, canning salmon and other distinctly Alaskan adventures. Lende's irrepressible spirit, her wry humor and her commitment to living a life on the edge of the world resonate on every page like her own mother's last wish, take good care of the garden and dogs. Lende's new book of bears and ballots an Alaskan adventure in small town politics is available now.

**Take Good Care of the Garden and the Dogs**

2011-04-19 This book provides night staff, their managers and anyone else with an interest in care homes with the information and practical skills they need to deliver appropriate care at night. The authors look at nutrition and hydration, continence, challenging behavior, medication, night time checking, pain management and end of life care.

**Providing Good Care at Night for Older People**

2010-10-01 A doctor on the front lines of hospital care illuminates one of the most important and controversial social issues of our time. It is harder to die in this country than ever before though the vast majority of Americans would prefer to die at home which hospice care provides many of us spend our last days fearful and in pain in a healthcare system ruled by high tech procedures and a philosophy to fight disease and illness at all cost. Dr. Ira Byock, one of the foremost palliative care physicians in the country argues that how we die represents a national crisis today to ensure the best possible elder care. Dr. Byock explains we must not only remake our healthcare system but also move beyond our cultural aversion to thinking about death. The best care possible is a compelling meditation on medicine and ethics told through page-turning life-or-death medical drama. It has the power to lead a new national conversation.

**Promoting Good Care of Older People in Institutions**

2022-03-15 Helping a loved one with healthcare decisions or making plans for your own healthcare as you age can be confusing. Getting the best care is the book that will guide you through the process and help you to make better decisions, have less stress and prevent suffering for yourself and the people you care for. Stay off of the healthcare conveyor belt.

**Take Good Care of My Baby**

2005-11 A daycare facility is established essentially to provide a caring environment for children while their parents or guardians are not at home for some reason cannot take care of them full time but are open to leaving them with qualified staff and helpers for a certain period every day where they are confident the child will be safe and happy, however this is only the very basic outline of what a daycare should provide children with state licensing now mandatory for daycares to operate and regular staff training credits being an important part of maintaining the daycare's credibility on an annual basis. There is a lot more than basis meals, play equipment and sleeping space that children must be given at a day care center. Read this book to learn some of these essential daycare factors that parents must look out for when choosing a daycare for the first time.

**The Best Care Possible**

2013-03-05 The ultimate senior care handbook is a comprehensive guide to caring for the elderly. This book covers a wide range of topics related to senior care including physical and cognitive health, legal and financial matters and end of life planning with clear explanations and practical tips. This book is an essential resource for anyone who wants to provide the best possible care.
care for their aging loved ones one of the key features of this book is its focus on the individual needs of senior citizens instead of a one size fits all approach the book provides tailored advice for caring for seniors with different health conditions and levels of mobility it also covers important topics such as managing medications dealing with incontinence and preventing falls which are crucial to ensuring the well being of older adults another important benefit of this book is its emphasis on communication and collaboration this book stresses the importance of working with other caregivers family members and healthcare professionals to create a comprehensive care plan for the elderly it also provides guidance on how to have difficult conversations with seniors about sensitive topics such as end of life care and how to handle resistance to care the ultimate senior care handbook is an important resource for anyone who wants to provide the best possible care for their aging loved ones with its comprehensive coverage of all aspects of senior care its focus on individual needs and its emphasis on communication and collaboration this book is the ultimate guide to caring for the elderly

Getting the Best Care 2019-01-31 approximately fifty million people in the united states have no health insurance dr charles chen an obstetrician and gynecologist for almost thirty years agrees with many people in this country that health insurance should cover every citizen not just those who can afford to pay the rates a plan for a single payer health care system takes an in depth look at every aspect of our current health care system and provides a strategic plan along with innovative solutions for reforming the system in an easy to understand format dr chen provides clear definitions and the pros and cons of utilizing three potential health care systems dr chen presents the results from his research on several international health care systems and then proposes the best solution for america he recommends several concrete ideas including establishing a department of the national health care system requesting the support of large corporations who pay high medical premiums for employees and allowing uninsured citizens to purchase a low cost health plan from the government the ability to receive medical treatment should be a basic human right dr chen s plan for improvement helps shine a bright light on a situation that has quickly become critical for this country his plan will ultimately help ensure that all citizens have access to health insurance a plan for a single payer health care system takes an in depth look at every aspect of our current health care system and provides a strategic plan along with innovative solutions for reforming the system in an easy to understand format dr chen provides clear definitions and the pros and cons of utilizing three potential health care systems dr chen presents the results from his research on several international health care systems and then proposes the best solution for america he recommends several concrete ideas including establishing a department of the national health care system requesting the support of large corporations who pay high medical premiums for employees and allowing uninsured citizens to purchase a low cost health plan from the government the ability to receive medical treatment should be a basic human right dr chen s plan for improvement helps shine a bright light on a situation that has quickly become critical for this country his plan will ultimately help ensure that all citizens have access to health insurance

Best Care 2014-12-25 this fully updated second edition of saving social care provides evidence based and practical guidance on finding and keeping the compassionate and loyal care workers of tomorrow

The Ultimate Senior Care Handbook 2023-01-24 more than 5 million americans are currently living with alzheimer s disease or a related form of dementia by the year 2030 experts estimate that as many as 66 million people around the world will be faced with this life altering disease unfortunately these staggering statistics impact millions of caregivers too compared with all types of caregivers those who assist someone with dementia experience the highest levels of burnout depression poor health and premature death a dignified life revised and expanded offers hope and help with a proven approach ten years ago the first edition of a dignified life changed the way the caregiving community approached alzheimer s disease by showing caregivers how to act as a best friend to the person finding positive ways to interact even as mental abilities declined firmly grounded in the latest knowledge about the progression and treatment of dementia this expanded edition offers a wealth of immediately usable tips and new problem solving advice it incorporates practical ideas for therapeutic activities including the latest brain fitness exercises stimulate the brain while adding structure
meaning and context to daily routines with new stories and examples as well as an updated resources section a dignified life revised and expanded gives caregivers the support and advice they need to be successful and inspired in their demanding roles while medical treatment of the disease hasn t changed in the past ten years our understanding and awareness of treating people in a more caring way has changed substantially with no cure on the immediate horizon respectful care by effective and compassionate care partners is the only real treatment available to people with dementia the best friends approach is successful because it sustains people s connection to their world their loved ones and themselves it s a universal program which has been embraced by professional and family caregivers throughout the united states europe asia the middle east and south america in its revised form a dignified life offers caregivers an antidote to the burnout and frustration that often accompanies the role of caring for a person with alzheimer s and dementia rather than struggling through a series of frustrations and failures a dignified life shows the new generation care partners how to bring dignity meaning and peace of mind to the lives of both those who have alzheimer s and dementia and those who care for them

**A Plan for a Single-Payer Health Care System** 2008-02 advances in our understanding of the brain and rapid advances in the medical practice of neurology are creating questions and concerns from an ethical and legal perspective ethical and legal issues in neurology provides a detailed review of various general aspects of neuroethics and contains chapters dealing with a vast array of specific issues such as the role of religion the ethics of invasive neuroscience research and the impact of potential misconduct in neurologic practice the book focuses particular attention on problems related to palliative care euthanasia dementia and neurogenetic disorders and concludes with examinations of consciousness personal identity and the definition of death this volume focuses on practices not only in north america but also in europe and the developing world it is a useful resource for all neuroscience and neurology professionals researchers students scholars practicing clinical neurologists mental health professionals and psychiatrists a comprehensive introduction and reference on neuroethics includes coverage of how best to understand the ethics and legal aspects of dementia palliative care euthanasia and neurogenetic disorders brings clarity to issues regarding ethics and legal responsibilities in the age of rapidly evolving brain science and related clinical practice

**Saving Social Care** 2023-06-22 reports for 1862 66 include reports of the ohio pomological society

**A Dignified Life** 2012 group purchasing organizations gpos are a massive subset of the healthcare industry that negotiate lower costs for healthcare supplies by buying for several hospitals at once group purchasing organizations provides an analysis and critique of this industry

**Ethical and Legal Issues in Neurology** 2014-01-09 hospitals and health systems are facing many challenges including shrinking reimbursements and the need to improve patient safety and quality a growing number of healthcare organizations are turning to the lean management system as an alternative to traditional cost cutting and layoffs kaizen which is translated from japanese as good change or change for the better is a core pillar of the lean strategy for today s best healthcare organizations kaizen is a powerful approach for creating a continuously learning and continuously improving organizations a kaizen culture leads to everyday actions that improve patient care and create better workplaces while improving the organization s long term bottom line the executive guide to healthcare kaizen is the perfect introduction to executives and leaders who want to create and support this culture of continuous improvement the executive guide to healthcare kaizen is an introduction to kaizen principles and an overview of the leadership behaviors and mindsets required to create a kaizen culture or a culture of continuous improvement the book is specifically written for busy c level executives vice presidents directors and managers who need to understand the power of this methodology the executive guide to healthcare kaizen shares real and practical examples and stories from leading healthcare organizations including franciscan st francis health system located in indiana franciscan st francis employees and physicians have implemented and documented 4 000 kaizen improvements each of the last three years resulting in millions of dollars in hard savings and softer benefits for patients and staff chapters cover topics such as the need for kaizen different types
of kaizen including rapid improvement events and daily kaizen creating a kaizen culture practical methods for facilitating kaizen improvements the role of senior leaders and other leaders in kaizen and creating an organization wide kaizen program the book contains a new introduction by gary kaplan md ceo of virginia mason medical center in seattle washington which was named hospital of the decade in 2012 the executive guide to healthcare kaizen is a companion book to the larger book healthcare kaizen engaging front line staff in sustainable continuous improvements 2012 healthcare kaizen is a longer more complete how to guide that includes over 200 full color images including over 100 real kaizen examples from various health systems around the world healthcare kaizen was named a recipient of the prestigious shingo professional publication and research award check out what the experts at the franciscan st francis health system have to say about healthcare kaizen youtube com watch v xcgmp5glepo feature c4 overview list uu7jitxn4nkmoe5ebf0upw **Annual Report of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture** 1897 more than two million medical students doctors and other health professionals from around the globe have owned a copy of davidson s principles and practice of medicine since it was first published today s readers rely on this beautifully illustrated text to provide up to date detail of contemporary medical practice presented in a style that is concise and yet easy to read davidson s provides the factual knowledge required to practise medicine explaining it in the context of underlying principles basic science and research evidence and shows how to apply this knowledge to the management of patients who present with problems rather than specific diseases the book has won numerous prizes including being highly commended in the british medical association book awards davidson s global perspective is enhanced by the input of an international team of authors and a distinguished international advisory board from 17 countries building on the foundations laid down by its original editor davidson s remains one of the world s leading and most respected textbooks of medicine the underlying principles of medicine are described concisely in the first part of the book and the detailed practice of medicine within each sub specialty is described in later system based chapters most chapters begin with a two page overview of the important elements of the clinical examination including a manikin to illustrate the key steps in the examination of the relevant system a practical problem based clinical approach is described in the presenting problems sections to complement the detailed descriptions of each disease the text is extensively illustrated with over 1000 diagrams clinical photographs and radiology and pathology images 1350 text boxes present information in a way suitable for revision including 150 clinical evidence boxes summarising the results of systematic reviews and randomised controlled trials and 65 in old age boxes highlighting important aspects of medical practice in the older population a combined index and glossary of medical acronyms contains over 10 000 subject entries the contents can also be searched comprehensively as part of the online access to the whole book on the studentconsult platform access over 500 self testing questions with answers linked to the book s content for further reading the text uses both si and non si units to make it suitable for readers throughout the globe a new chapter specifically on stroke disease recognises the emergence of stroke medicine as a distinct clinical and academic discipline a rationalisation of the 1350 boxes used throughout the book gives a simpler and clearer presentation of the various categories new in adolescence boxes recognise the fact that many chronic disorders begin in childhood and become the responsibility of physicians practising adult medicine these boxes acknowledge the overlap transitional phase and highlight the key points of importance when looking after young people the regular introduction of new authors and editors maintains the freshness of each new edition on this occasion dr ian penman has joined the editorial team and 18 new authors bring new experience and ideas to the content and presentation of the textbook an expanded international advisory board of 38 members includes new members from several different countries **Group Purchasing Organizations** 2009-05-25 in his new guide author c david crouch reveals the eighty three principles of excellontology to help you build excellence in your life using building a house as a metaphor he guides you in your own personal journey toward excellence you can learn how to lay a strong foundation by developing a mission vision principles and standards recognize five pillars of performance that map a clear path toward excellence assemble a roof that allows you to measure
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your progress at the organizational team and individual levels and improve your ability to lead
yourself and others toward excellence by applying the model in five diverse environments an
organization a team a church a family and an individual life crouch demonstrates its effective use for
any endeavor he also applies his model for excellence to a sixth environment the united states of
america revealing some interesting considerations build a life of joy peace significance and fulfillment
for yourself and those around you with the excellent experience
Bulletin 1887 it s a challenge millions of people are currently facing the majority of people wait until
they are in crisis when reacting to the declining health of their loved ones this book will help make the
best choices during this stressful time includes a step by step easy to use manual including forms
Annual Report of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 1895 this volume the first ever collection of
research on healthcare interpreting centers on three interrelated themes cross cultural
communication in healthcare settings the interactional role of persons serving as interpreters and the
discourse patterns of interpreter mediated interaction the individual chapters by seven innovative
researchers in the area of community based interpreting represent a pioneering attempt to look
beyond stereotypical perceptions of interpreter mediated interactions first published as a special
issue of interpreting 7 2 2005 this volume offers insights into the impact of the interpreter whether s
he is a trained professional or a member of the patient s family including ways in which s he may
either facilitate or impair reliable communication between patient and healthcare provider the five
articles cover a range of settings and specialties from general medicine to pediatrics psychiatry and
speech therapy using languages as diverse as arabic dari farsi italian and spanish in combination with
danish dutch english and french
The Executive Guide to Healthcare Kaizen 2013-08-21 serving within the supposed pinnacles of
power as a respected and influential u s senator from south carolina jim demint often felt frustrated
and powerless to fight against the frightening growth of the federal bureaucracy and refute the
mistaken idea that ever bigger government is the solution to the nation s problems in his new role as
president and ceo of the heritage foundation jim demint has taken on the daunting responsibility of
helping to lead americans themselves to change their country s course of redirecting us back to our
founding principles and restoring and protecting our economy and culture for future generations he
realized that he and all of us as fellow citizens must fall in love with america again in this book demint
illustrates why americans must rediscover the power ingenuity and creativity of our little platoons he
then introduces americans all across the country whose patriotism was nurtured in exactly the same
way recounting example after example of how they re working together locally in what he calls the
little platoons the families churches communities and voluntary organizations succeeding on the
model that smaller is better they are the hands on citizens who make america the exceptional caring
and can do country it has always been demint illustrates why each of us regardless of political party
age race religion or ethnicity must rediscover the power we represent the country s future is at risk
not just because of constant pressure from the bigs big government big banks big labor big wall street
cronies etc but because so many of us fear it s too late to solve problems so huge and seemingly
intractable jim demint is here to reassure us that this is not true in riveting yet plainspoken style he
tells real life success stories and educates us via logical historical and fact based explanations of the
issues education taxation regulation poverty labor health care environmentalism federalism and more
he affirms the compelling truth that conservative ideas are really american ideas and they must guide
us as we turn our institutions upside down taking them from the top down centrally controlled
bureaucracies they ve become back to the bottom up democratic framework the constitution
intended through this heartfelt fascinating and inspiring look inside the america of both yesterday and
today and the everyday citizens who are working tirelessly and selflessly to insure its future fulfills the
promise of its beginnings jim demint is beckoning us to join him on one of the most meaningful and
momentous journeys we have ever undertaken together falling in love with america again
Davidson's Principles and Practice of Medicine E-Book 2013-12-06 millions of americans suffer from
indifferent outdated health care an estimated 40 000 incidents of medical harm happen every day the
good news is that you can prevent this from happening to you or a family member better yet you can
The thyroid paradox how to get the best care for hypothyroidism. Find the very best care in the world. Patrick Malone's sensible advice and real life anecdotes will inspire you to take charge of your own health care and make the best choices and avoid serious harm with the necessary nine: the essential steps to finding the best medical care. The life you save offers vital information such as the single most important question you can ask your doctor when you have symptoms. Your doctor should not shrug off the checklists to help you get out of the hospital in one piece. Where to locate the best surgeons and safest hospitals.

A Handbook of Agriculture 1896 - What does teaching look like at its very best? How are great teachers able to ignite a love of learning and change students' lives? In this book, you'll learn from seven remarkable teachers who stretch beyond the conventional foundations of good teaching to transform their classrooms into exciting dynamic places where teachers and students cocreate the learning experience based on six years of extensive work. The book outlines a framework that identifies four dimensions of effective teaching and learning that are integrated in these highly effective teachers' classrooms and that all teachers can use to recognize and release the potential in themselves and their students.

The Excellent Experience 2013-11
Aging Parents and Options in Care 2008-08
Healthcare Interpreting 2007-04-06
Report of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture 1889
The Life You Save 1981-07-01
Falling in Love with America Again 2014-03-04
The Life You Save 2010-05
The Best Teacher in You 2014-06-30
Minnesota Farmers' Institute Annual ... 1890
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